Howdy pardner! The name’s Buster. Stick with me and I’ll take you from an unsalted greenhorn to a sourdough
miner, lickety-split!

COMPONENTS

2-5 Player Setup
Now that you’ve shucked off the lid, let’s rake and scrape these cowchips to set the table, real purdy-like.

Prepare Game Board
1. Place the game board in the center of the table.
2. Attach the two movable tiles to the board’s wheel with the smaller tile on top. Rotate them so that the
larger Barker tile is fully covering Site 1 and the smaller Bust tile is covering the Signpost arm of the Barker
tile.
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Note: A “Site”, is a wedge section of the board’s wheel area. The Sites printed on the board are numbered
1-5. The rotating Sites are called by their functional names such as the Barker, the Bust, and the Signpost.

They replace or disable the actions of the Sites beneath them.
3. Place the round counter on the round 1 space of the round track.
4. Place two Outlaws on the Shootout space, marked with the Outlaw icon. The number of Outlaws placed at
the start of each round is indicated on the round track.
5. Randomly place four Barrels face-up on their marked spaces (use five Barrels in a 5-player game).
6. Place the Gold Nuggets on the gold icons on the upper right portion of the board, adjusting for player count
as indicated above the Gold Supply. This is the available gold supply.
7. Place a supply of River tiles on the indicated spaces on the board. To keep the board neat, you may keep
excess River tiles near the board within easy reach.
8. Sort and place the Bridge tiles on indicated spaces on the board, in six stacks, one for each type for 2 player
games. In 3-4 player games use two copies of each type. In a 5-player game use all three copies. Return any
excess River tiles to the box; you will not need them in the game.
9. Place the Hotels face-up on the indicated space on the main board, adjusting for player count: two Hotels
per player.
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Additional Setup for 2 Players
Place the Buster deck and Buster Pioneer
near the board.
Place 3 gunmen at the Shootout from a
player color you are not using. They stay
there for the rest of the game and are taken
into account when the Shootout is resolved.

Prepare the General Supply
Place all Bucks, Horses, Outlaws, River tiles, and the rest of the Barrels (face-down) near the board. They will
form the general supply.

Prepare Players
Each player:
1. Takes one player board.
2. Chooses a player color.
3. Takes all the Town Building cards and, wooden components of that color, and then places:
- Their scoring marker on the “0/100” Victory Point (VP) space of the scoring track.
- Their Town Building card deck on the indicated space on their player board.
- Their Pioneer and their selection dial next to their player board.
- 1 Camp and 4 Dudes in the Lodge on their player board.
- Their Wagon on the Frontier Map section of the main board in the city of Coloma.
- The rest of their wooden components in their playing area within easy reach. This is their personal
reserve.
- Takes 2 Bucks and 1 Horse from the general supply and 1 Gold Nugget from the gold supply, and
places them in their player board’s Lodge.
4. Takes 1 selection dial
5. Draws 6 cards from their deck and keep 4.
Returns the rest on top or bottom of the deck.
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2-5 Players Gameplay
Overview
A game of Coloma consists of three Rounds. Each Round in Coloma is divided into five Chapters and each
Chapter consists of multiple actions that players can take on their turns.
During a Chapter each player will secretly select a Site on the board, with the intention of performing that
Site’s listed actions. However, if too many players choose the same Site, they will “Bust” and perform fewer
Site actions! Once all actions have been resolved, the Barker tile is rotated clockwise, changing the available
actions for the next chapter. Then the players repeat the Site selection and resolution process.

Chapter Summary
• 1. Reset and rotate the Barker and Bust tiles
• 2. Resolve the Site-specific Event
• 3. Simultaneously select Sites
• 4. Place Pioneers on the selected Sites
• 5. Resolve turns
• 6. Remove Pioneers
• 1. RESET AND ROTATE THE BARKER AND BUST TILES - At the beginning of each Chapter, return
the tiles on the wheel to their default arrangement, with the Bust tile covering the Signpost. Then rotate both
tiles clockwise to the next Site. Skip this step on the first chapter of the first round.
• 2. RESOLVE THE SITE-SPECIFIC EVENT - Each time the Barker is rotated to the next Site, it triggers
that Site’s Event, causing all players to immediately gain the indicated reward. See Events.
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• 3. SIMULTANEOUSLY SELECT SITES - All players secretly choose a Site number with their dials.
• 4. PLACE PIONEERS ON THE SELECTED SITES - After all players have secretly selected a Site, they
simultaneously reveal their dials and place their Pioneers on the corresponding Sites.
Example: If you selected Site 3 with your dial, place your Pioneer on Site 3. If the Barker is covering that Site,
place your Pioneer on the Barker.

Each Site has two sections containing action icons, an outer Common section and an inner Boom section.
The players resolve one or two actions on the Site where they placed their Pioneers, based on if they had a
Boom or a Bust.
• 5. RESOLVE TURNS - After players have placed their Pioneers, they take turns resolving the Sites, starting
with Site 1 and continuing clockwise in numerical order. Note: If a Site contains no Pioneers, it is skipped.
When the Site containing your Pioneer is being resolved, you will take your turn (minding player order if the
site contains other player’s Pioneers). The player who has the Sheriff Badge is the first player, and player order
continues clockwise around the table from them.
On your turn, you may take the Site’s Common and Boom actions (if available), in either order you choose.
Note: You may choose not to take an action.
• 6. REMOVE PIONEERS - After all turns have been completed, players remove their Pioneers from the
board and return them to their play areas.
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Note on the game flow: In many cases, players can perform their actions simultaneously—granted their
actions do not affect each other.

Sites
Site Actions Summary
SITE 1

Common: Activate all Shovel
abilities in your Town Building tableau.
Boom: Activate all Wheelbarrow
abilities in your Town Building tableau.

SITE 2

Common: Survey a River or build a Bridge using a Hammer action.
Boom: Survey a River or build a Bridge using a Saw action

SITE 3

Common: Build a Town Building or Hotel Building, using a Hammer action.
Boom: Build a Town Building or Hotel Building, using a Saw action.

SITE 4

Common: Move your Wagon on the Frontier Map.
Boom: Move your Wagon on the Frontier Map.

SITE 5

Common: Place Dudes as Gunmen at the Shootout and/or Place Camps on Events
and/or Frontier Lands.
Boom: Gain 1 Camp.

BARKER

Common: Buy Camps and/or Horses.
Boom: Gain a Barrel
from the Outlaws’ Hideout, and then Add Outlaws to the Shootout.

BUST

Disable the Boom action of the Site.

SIGNPOST

This replaces the Site’s Boom action with the one it points to, (adjacent counterclockwise). Treat this section
exactly as if it were the adjacent Site’s section.
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How to Play Site Actions
Site 1: Workday
They say, an honest day fer an honest pay... And that’s
the truth. High-grading jus’ ain’t worth it—unless you
fancy wearin’ a snug California collar. And don’t you
try none of that pennyweightin’ neither!
• Common, Shovel action: You may use the ability
on Sutter’s Mill on your player board and all Shovel
abilities in your Town Building tableau.
• Boom, Wheelbarrow action: You may use the
ability on Sutter’s Mill and all Wheelbarrow abilities
in your Town Building tableau.

Site 2: Survey the River and Build a Bridge
Crossin’ the river canyons is often treacherous business—it
takes a mighty keen eye to spot a good place to build a
sturdy bridge out here in these diggin’s.
• Common, Hammer action: Survey a River or build a
Bridge.
To survey a River or build a Bridge you must pay the
Common (Hammer) cost indicated on the main board by
returning the required amount of Bucks and Gold to the
general supply while Dudes are returned to your personal
reserve. Note: Spent Gold is not returned to the gold supply
on the board! Instead, it is kept near the general supply of
Bucks.
When survey a River, take a River tile from the supply on the main board and place it face-up above your
player board on a vacant River column of your choice. Then immediately score the Victory Points and gain
the benefit indicated below the newly built River tile on your player board. Note: If the main board’s supply of
River tiles becomes low, simply refill it from the general supply. River tiles are not limited.
When you build a Bridge, take a Bridge tile from the supply on the main board and place it face-up above a
vacant River tile of your choice. You can only place a Bridge tile above a River tile without a Bridge tile over
it. A Bridge cannot be built unless you have a River tile below it. Note: If the Bridges run out, there are no
more: first come, first serve.
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Note: You cannot survey more than four Rivers or build more than four Bridges per game, and you cannot build
two identical Bridges!
Bridges do not score Victory Points or give you any other benefits during the game; however, they can score
you Victory Points at the end of the game if you meet their requirements. See scoring rules below.
• Boom, Saw action: Survey a River or build a Bridge, following the same rules as above, but you must pay
the Boom (Saw) cost indicated on the main board instead of the Common (Hammer) cost.

Site 3: Build Town Buildings and Hotels
“Betterments make the boomtown”, I say. Raise buildings, then when they ain’t needed no more, jus’ buy a couple
beds and call ‘em hotels!
• Common, Hammer action: Build a Town Building
or a Hotel Building.
To build a Town Building you must pay the
Common (Hammer) cost indicated on the card by
returning the required amount of Bucks and Gold
to the general supply while Dudes are returned to
your personal reserve. Then immediately score the
Victory Points printed on the card.
Note: Gold that is spent is not returned to the gold
supply on the board! Instead, it is kept near the general
supply of Bucks.

When you build a Town Building, choose a card from your hand and place it face-up in front of you next to
Sutter’s Mill on your player board. This card is now considered part of your Town Building tableau.
To build a Hotel Building you follow the same rules as building a Town Building, but with two main
differences: you must take it from the Hotel supply deck on the main board, and place it on top of a Town
Building. The Hotel card covers the Town Building entirely, disabling its effects for the rest of the game.
Note: When you spend Horses they are returned to the general supply.
• Boom, Saw action: You may build a Town Building or Hotel Building following the same rules as above,
but you must pay the Boom (Saw) cost indicated on the card instead of the Common (Hammer) cost.
Note: When you build a Town Building or Hotel Building, you immediately score the Victory Points indicated in
the upper-right portion of the card.

3.1 Town Buildings
All Town Buildings have abilities that you can use
once it’s been built into your Town Building tableau.
You may only activate the Town Building abilities on
your turn if you place your Pioneer onto a specific
Site.
Each Town Building has a number matching the Site
where it can be activated by having your Pioneer
there. Town Building abilities have icons that show
which actions must be available on the Site to enable
them.
Some abilities require you to Bust on a certain Site in
order to be activate them.
During your turn you can take the actions on the Site
and use abilities on your Town Buildings in any order
you choose. Note: You can also choose to forfeit the
action on the Site and just use the matching abilities on your Town Buildings.
Some Town Buildings (The Foundry) have abilities that allow you to activate abilities of other Town Buildings
in your tableau.
IMPORTANT: You cannot activate a Town Building in the same turn you built them.
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Deck
Milling Victory Points: If you have need to draw cards from your deck but cannot, instead gain 1 Victory
Point for each card you were owed.
Discarding: There is no discard pile. Discarded cards are placed face-down onto the top or bottom of your
deck, your choice.

3.2 Hotels
Hotels in your Town Building tableau can score extra Victory Points at the end of the game. Each Hotel gains
you 1 Victory Point per Dude remaining in your Lodge. You can gain maximum of 6 extra Victory Points
per Hotel. Note: Each Hotel counts all Dudes in your Lodge separately. For example, if you have two Hotels and
four Dudes in your Lodge, you score 4 extra Victory Points per Hotel (8 total).

Site 4: Explore the Frontier
Them iron horses ain’t never gonna run through
these hills, so you’d best uncork a bronc or two
and cut dirt with a covered wagon!
• Common, Wagon: Move your Wagon on
the Frontier Map.
When you use a Wagon action you may move
your Wagon on the Frontier Map, one vacant
space per Horse you have. Note: you do not
“spend” the Horses to move—you simply count
how many Horses you have and can move up to
that number of spaces with each Wagon action
you take.
Each space on a route is represented by a
Horseshoe, Frontier Town, or Frontier City.
When your Wagon moves over or stops on vacant Frontier Towns or Cities, you gain the indicated rewards.
Horseshoe spaces do not give rewards, but they still count against your movement limit.
Horseshoe and Frontier Town spaces can only hold one Wagon at a time. If you need to pass or stop on an
occupied space, skip it. Note: this does not count against your movement limit or grant any of the indicated
rewards. In contrast, Frontier City spaces can hold any number of Wagons, and are never skipped.
If your Wagon ends its movement on a Frontier City, you may choose between the Dudes and the alternate
reward indicated on that space. Note: If your Wagon does not end its movement on a Frontier City, and passes
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over it instead, you do not get a choice and must gain the Dudes.
You may not backtrack on your route in the same turn! But you may choose to move fewer spaces than your
maximum to end your movement on a Frontier City, etc.
• Boom, Wagon: Move your Wagon following the same rules as above. Note: Each Wagon action is considered
a complete movement. For example, you can end your movement with one Wagon action on a Frontier City,
stop and gain the alternate reward, then use your second Wagon action to move elsewhere, collecting rewards as
normal.
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Site 5: Settle the Frontier and Defend Coloma

Don’t be a yeller’ belly! It’s time to round up a posse and give them outlaws a lick of true frontier justice!
• Common, Place Dudes/Camps: Place Dudes as Gunmen at the Shootout and/or place Camps on Events
and/or Frontier Lands.
When you place Dudes at the Shootout you must fill one entire row—no more, no less. Note: You cannot
fill more than one row per turn, but you may fill additional rows on future turns, following the same rules.
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By gum! ‘Tween the tent stores, peddlers, and swads, the heart of town is becoming chalk-full of perks!
You can place Camps at any Event where you do not already have one.
If you have a Camp on the Event that is resolved by the Barker during Chapter step 2: Resolve Site-Specific
Event you receive double the indicated reward.

‘Tween the mountain misery and digger pines, I reckon there’s no better place to pitch a tent and set a spell.
To place a Camp on the on Frontier Lands your Wagon must be in an adjacent Frontier City.
Note: Each color area represents a different Frontier Land. The Frontier City of Coloma is not considered
adjacent to any Frontier Lands. You can only place Camps from Hangtown, Georgetown, Folsom, and Auburn.
You can place Camps at any Frontier Land where you do not already have one.
Camps on Frontier Land do not score Victory Points or give you any other benefits during the game;
however, they score you Victory Points at the end of the game. The more Camps you have on the Frontier
Map in different Frontier Lands, the more Victory Points you will score. The scoring chart is printed the
Frontier Map.
Players’ Camps can share Events and Frontier Lands.
• Boom: Gain a Camp.
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Rotating Site
The Barker
If ’n you ever find yerself in dire need of sundry or steeds, jus’ keep
an eye peeled fer the travelin’ barker yellin’ “step right up!”. He’s got
it all—lock, stalk, and barrel.
• Common: Buy Camps and Horses by paying the indicated
costs. You may buy as many Camps and/or Horses as you are able
to afford while taking this action.
Hookin’ the outlaws’ ill-gotten gains might seem like simple
shenanigans, but you’d better bet yer hide that a whole slue of them
dogs are gonna come to watch you stew in yer own juice later. Best
be on the lookout fer trouble...
• Boom: Gain a Barrel from the Outlaw’s Hideout.
Take any face-up Barrel from the Outlaw’s Hideout. Then place Outlaws on the Shootout as indicated below
the Barrel space.
When you take a Barrel, you may immediately use it’s ability(s), or save it to use on one of your future turns.
After use, keep the Barrel face-down in your play area.
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Note: Face-down Barrels are used when activating some Town Building abilities, Bridge scoring, etc.
If an action or ability requires you to discard a Barrel, remove a Barrel from your play area and return it to
the game box.

The Bust
Dang! You’re kickin’ nothin’ but tailings today, but there ain’t no use in bellyachin’. It’ll pan out better sometime
soon.
After the players reveal their dials and place their Pioneers, the Site with most Pioneers on it will Busts! When
that happens, the Bust tile is moved to cover the Boom section of the affected Site, making it unavailable for
the players on their turns.
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Note: The Common section of the Site is never affected by the Bust and is always available.
Example: If Site 1 has two Pioneers on it, while the rest of the Sites have one or no Pioneers on them, Site 1 has
the most and Busts.
Note: In the case when the Signpost is adjacent to the Bust (pointing at it) both Sites’ Boom sections Bust.
Resolving Bust Ties
When two or more Sites are tied for most Pioneers on them, the Bust tile stays covering the Signpost.

The Signpost
The Signpost allows you to use the Boom action of the Site adjacent to(counterclockwise) the one your
Pioneer is on. It acts as if your Pioneer is on two Sites: half and half.

Events
Some days it seems yer sweat equity brings nothin’ but a flash in the pan. But today you found yerself a bonanza!
When the Barker is rotated to the next Site in order, it activates that Site’s Event. All players gain the indicated
reward. Events are always resolved immediately after the Barker is rotated during Chapter step 2: Resolve SiteSpecific Event. Note: Players with Camps at Events gain twice the indicated rewards.
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The rewards given at each Event are:
Site 1: Gain 2 Dudes (4 Dudes if you have placed a Camp on the Event)
Site 2: Gain 1 Gold Nugget (2 Gold if you have placed a Camp on the Event)
Site 3: Draw 2 Cards (4 Cards if you have placed a Camp on the Event)
Site 4: Gain 2 Bucks (4 Bucks if you have placed a Camp on the Event)
Site 5: Trade 1 Gold Nugget for 3 Victory Points (You may trade 2 Gold Nuggets for 6 Victory Points if you
have placed a Camp on the Event)

Round End
When the players have completed all five Chapters, the Round
ends with a Shootout!

Shootout
A gunfight don’t always decide who’s right, but it decides who’s
left—and that’s more important. To keep outta the bone orchard,
you’d best shoot from the hip.
After each round is completed a Shootout takes place.
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The Shootout is resolved by comparing the total number of Gunmen to the total number of Outlaws at the
Shootout.
If the number of Gunmen is greater than number of Outlaws, the players win the Shootout and should then
refer to the left hand chart for rewards and penalties.

If the number of Outlaws is equal to, or greater than the number of Gunmen, the players lose the Shootout,
and refer to the right hand chart for rewards and penalties.

Rewards are tiered, meaning that the player with the most Gunmen at the Shootout claims the best reward
and the player with the second most Gunmen claims the second-best reward. Then each other player with at
least one Gunman claims the third reward/penalty. Break ties in favor of the player who has Gunmen placed
in the row nearest to the Outlaws.
Players without Gunmen at the Shootout take a penalty. When you take a penalty, place the number of Dudes
indicated on the chart into your Graveyard. Dudes placed are taken from your personal reserve (or Lodge if
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there are none in your reserve), and fill up your Graveyard beginning with the bottom row, and moving up
a row when the current row is filled. Dudes in your Graveyard are considered dead, and therefore cannot be
used again for the rest of the game.
Dead Dudes are scored at the end of the game.

Lead poisonin’ is all too common round these parts. Next time them bandits come lookin’ fer trouble you best
wise up and come wearin’ yer lifepreserver - or not, gravediggers need work too!
After the Shootout is resolved, players return their Gunmen to their personal reserves and Outlaws to the
general supply.

Clean Up
Ev’ry winter the South Fork runs high, fillin’ the bedrock with fresh nuggets.
Remove any remaining Barrels from the Outlaw’s Hideout and refill it with new Barrels from the supply.
Refill the board’s gold supply with the Gold Nuggets in the general supply, starting with the empty Gold
Spaces in the lowest pool.
Advance the round marker to the next round and place a number of Outlaws at the Shootout as indicated on
the round tracker.
Reset the rotating tiles to their original starting positions, with the Barker covering Site 1 and the Bust
covering the Signpost.
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Additional Rules for 2 Players
Before players select the Site with their dials, draw 2 cards from the top of the Buster deck and place them
face up near the board. These cards indicate the Sites where Buster won’t go in this Chapter. After players
choose their Sites and place their Pioneers, reveal the next card from the top of the deck and place Buster
on the Site indicated on the card. Resolve the Bust like in a normal 3 player game and continue taking your
turns.
When both players’ turns have been resolved, remove Buster from the board and shuffle the face up cards
back in the Buster deck. Repeat this for every Chapter.

Gold Nuggets
Believe me, ‘taint all horse feathers in them logy werds. Jus’ stay in the saddle and we’ll git to the hoedown
‘fore too long.
Gold can be spent instead of Bucks at any point in the game.
The gold supply is divided into three gold pools valued at 1, 2 or 3 Bucks. The current value of Gold Nuggets
is always equal to the value of the lowest gold pool with an empty gold space.
Example: If there are one or more Gold Nuggets missing from the second gold pool, all Gold Nuggets in play are
worth 2 Bucks each. If the second gold pool is full, but the first gold pool is empty, Gold Nuggets are still worth 3
Bucks each.
IMPORTANT: When paying a cost with Gold Nuggets you will not receive change if you overpaid.
Though Gold can be substituted for Bucks, Bucks can never be substituted for Gold.
Example: If you build a Bridge that costs 4 Bucks with two Gold Nuggets valued at 3 Bucks each, you would not
get 2 Bucks back from the general supply.
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Reminder, spent Gold Nuggets are returned to the general supply to be restocked at the end of the round they are not returned to the gold supply. When you gain a Gold Nugget, take it from the gold supply on the
board, not the general supply. Gold Nuggets are always taken from the top gold pool first. When the pool is
exhausted, you then take Gold Nuggets from the next pool, and so on.
Gold Nuggets can never be worth less than 1 Buck—even if there are no Gold Nuggets left in the gold supply.
Note: If there are no Gold Nuggets left in the gold supply, players who need to take a Gold Nugget should instead
gain 1 Buck per Gold Nugget owed.

Dudes, Horses and Camps
There are a limited number of Dudes, Horses and Camps. If an action instructs you to gain Dudes, Horses, or
Camps from your personal reserve but there are none left, the remainder is lost.

Game End and Final Scoring
Snakes alive! Listen up, all yer argonauts, pioneers, and prospectors: looks like yer done made the bettermost
of yer diggin’s. Now it’s time count up the whole kit ‘n’ caboodle and see who’s the biggest toad in the puddle.
The game ends after the third Shootout.
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Award end-game Victory Points for:
1. Camps on Settlement areas
Count the number of Camps you have on Frontier Lands and score the Victory Points according to the chart
on the Frontier Map.
Example: If you have 3 Camps you score 10 Victory Points.
2. Bridges
Score Victory Points for each Bridge you have Built according to its requirements. Consult the Bridges
section on page 26 for every Bridge.
3. Hotels
Count the number Dudes you have in your Lodge and multiply it by the number of Hotels you have in your
tableau.
Example: If you have 5 Dudes in your Lodge and 3 Hotels in your tableau you will score 15 Victory Points.
Subtract Victory Points for Dead Dudes in your Graveyard.
Each Dead Dude in your Graveyard brings you negative Victory Points according to the number printed on
the Grave underneath him. Subtract these Victory Points from your final score.
The player with the most Victory Points is declared the winner! Ties are broken in favor of the player with the
most Gold Nuggets. If still tied, the player with the most Town Buildings and Hotels wins.
Now that I done learned you the writ part, it’s time to play the darned thing! But yer always welcome to cut and
come again if ever yer in a pinch.
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Town Cards Abilities
Poker Hall
Shovel: Gain 2 Bucks
Wheelbarrow Gain 1 Buck
Express Office
Shovel: Gain 1 Gold Nugget
Wheelbarrow: Discard 1 Dude from your Lodge to gain 1 Gold Nugget (1x per activation)
Lumber Yard
Shovel: Draw 2 cards
Wheelbarrow: Draw 1 card
Saloon
Shovel: Gain 2 Dudes
Wheelbarrow: Gain 1 Dude
Trading Post
Shovel: Gain 1 Camp
Wheelbarrow: Discard 1 card from your hand to gain 1 Camp (1x per activation)
Stables
Shovel: Gain 1 Horse
Wheelbarrow: Spend 1 Buck to gain 1 Horse (1x per activation)
Horse Ranch
Wagon: Spend 1 Buck to gain 1 Horse (1x per activation)
Site 4 Bust: Spend 1 Buck to gain 1 Wagon movement on the Frontier Map (1x per activation)
Toll House
Wagon: Spend 1 Buck to place Camps anywhere (one per activation)
Site 4 Bust: Spend 1 Buck to gain 1 Camp (1x per activation)
Boarding House
Site 3 Hammer: Discard 1 Town Building from your hand to gain 2 Dudes (unlimited times per activation)
Site 3 Bust: Draw 1 Town Building
Odd Fellows Hall
Site 3 Hammer: Discard 1 Town Building from your hand to gain 2 Bucks (unlimited times per activation)
Site 3 Bust: Draw 1 Town Building
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Brewery
Barker: Discard 1 used Barrel to gain 2 Gold Nuggets (1x per activation)
Hideout Barrel: Gain 1 Dude for each Barrel you have (used or unused)
Foundry
Barker: Discard 1 used Barrel to activate all Wheelbarrow abilities in your Tableau (1x per activation)
Hideout Barrel: Gain 1 Buck for each Barrel you have (used or unused)
Telegraph Office
Site 2 Hammer: Discard 1 card from your hand to gain 3 Dudes (1x per activation)
Site 2 Bust: Discard 1 card from your hand to gain 1 Camp (1x per activation)
Post Office
Site 2 Hammer: Discard 1 card from your hand to gain 3 Bucks (1x per activation)
Site 2 Bust: Discard 1 card from your hand to gain 1 Horse (1x per activation)
Undertaker
Site 5 Place Dudes: Spend 1 Camp from your Lodge to gain 1 Barrel from the Outlaw’s Hideout (1x per
activation)
Site 5 Bust: Gain 1 Gold Nugget for each Dude in your Graveyard
Outpost
Site 5 Place Dudes: Spend 1 Horse to gain 4 Dudes (1x per activation)
Site 5 Boom: Gain 1 Buck for every 2 Gunmen you have at the Shootout

Barrels Effects
2

- Gain 2 Gold Nuggets

- Gain 1 Camp and place as much Camps as you like

1

3

3

- Draw 3 cards from your deck

- Gain 3 Bucks
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2

- Gain 2 Dudes and place Dudes as much as you like on the Shootout

- Move your Wagon on the Frontier Map

1

- Gain 1 Horse

- Play the Signpost action.

- Play the Boom, Saw action of Site 3.

- Play the Boom, Saw action of Site 2.

Bridges
Each Bridge you build can score you Victory Points at the end of the game.

x

3

x

3
15
max
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3 Victory Points per Barrel you have (used or unused). Maximum 15 Victory Points.

3 Victory Points per Town Building in your Town Building tableau (not including
Town Buildings covered by Hotels). Maximum 15 Victory Points.

2

x

3

x

3

x

3

x

3
12
max

3 Victory Points per River you have surveyed. Maximum 12 Victory Points.

3 Victory Points per Camp you placed on an Event. Maximum 15 Victory Points.

3 Victory Points per 2 Bucks you have in your Lodge (ignore Gold Nuggets).
Maximum 15 Victory Points.

3 Victory Points each Horse you have in your Lodge. Maximum 12 Victory Points.

Well, by now you been through the mill, so I’ll quit all my yammerin’. But if ’n you ever strike it rich, jus’
remember ol’ Buster taught yer everything yer know about frontier life in Coloma...
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Characters Module
If you enjoy asymmetric player powers, you can add character cards into the game during setup.
Each one offers unique and thematic special abilities that may guide your strategies or give you tactical
advantages. These include ongoing effects, bonuses for taking certain actions, and other rule-bending
benefits.

Prospector

- Trade 1 gold for $2 (ongoing, any time on your turn)

Woodsman

- Draw 1 extra card every time you draw 1 or more cards with an action.

Banjo Man

- When you are at the Signpost Site you may choose to use any visible Boom action.

Dancer

- Trade 1 barrel for $3 (ongoing, any time on your turn)

Homesteader

- Gain 2 Dudes each time you place a Camp (on Map).

Solo Mode
Designed by: JonnyPac and David Turczi

Coloma - Challenging Shade
In the rules below “you” refer to the lone human player, and “it” or “Shade” refers to the automated opponent.
“Buster” refers to the 3rd, neutral piece, which works exactly as described in the 2-player rules.
Additional components required for solo only:
- 4 wagon movement cards
- 1 coin (heads/tails)

Setup
Setup the board the same way as for 2-players: 1 pioneer piece for yourself, 1 piece for Buster, and 1 piece
for your dreaded opponent, the fastest gun in the west: Shade. Who is Shade? Nobody knows! A mysterious
enemy ready to bust you for any mistake!
Use parts from a non-player color (a different color than the 3 dummy gunmen at the Shootout) to represent
Shade.
Make a supply area for Shade and give its supply:
- 12 Dudes
- 5 Camps (and 1 more Camp on Event 5)
- The Sheriff Badge (it is the start player)
- 1 Horse (Shade can have up to 4 Horses)
- It will only collect gold, Barrels, Horses, Hotels, and Rivers.
- Place a wagon for Shade on Coloma on the Frontier Map.
- Shuffle and place face-down the deck of four Wagon-movement cards/tokens, one each for Hangtown,
Georgetown, Folsom, and Auburn.
- Return any other player parts to the box (it does not need a deck, player board, etc.)

Playing the Game
1. Before your turn, shuffle all 5 Buster cards and reveal 2 cards from Buster’s deck as in the 2 player game,
laying out the 2 revealed cards on the table side by side (where Buster will not go).
2. Place your own pioneer.
3. Toss a coin to select one of the 2 revealed cards: heads for left, tails for right. Place Shade’s pioneer on the
location corresponding to that card. (Note: This means Shade will never go to a place Buster is).
4. Depending where Shade’s pioneer ended up, you will carry out actions for it (minding player order if you
are at the same Site).
If Shade Busts, ignore the BOOM part of its turn.
Note: If Shade gets the BOOM from the Signpost, reference the adjacent Site’s BOOM rules accordingly.
5. Resolve your own action as normal.

Explanation of Shade’s actions
Site 1
COMMON: It gains 1 gold, then scores 1 point for each gold missing from the board’s supply. Count all the
vacant spaces in the 2-player gold area, and it scores 1VP for each one.
Note: Shade keeps its gold until the end of the game. It only spends it at Event 5 otherwise. See below.
BOOM: It scores 2 points per Barrel in its supply.

Site 2
COMMON: It takes a River/Bridge (and score VP for them).
If Shade can take a Bridge it will—but it needs a River tile in its supply for each Bridge. Follow these guidelines:
A. If it does not have a River, it takes 1 River tile and scores 8VP.
B. If it has a River tile, it takes the top Bridge from the board. Discard it and the River tile from its supply.
Then it scores 12VP.
Notes: When there are two bridges in the supply in the same row, Shade will take the leftmost one.
It has no limit on Rivers or Bridges—meaning unlike you, it can take more than four of each per game.
BOOM: It repeats the COMMON action above, minding the same rules.
Note: If Shade Booms it may combo a River + Bridge, etc.

Site 3
COMMON: it builds 1 Hotel and scores 6VP. Take one Hotel from the board and place it face-up in Shade’s
supply.
Note: If there are no more Hotels it just scores 6VP.
BOOM: It scores 6VP (as if Shade built a Town Building card).

Site 4
COMMON: Move Shade’s Wagon.
Wagon Movement: Use the deck of four cards/tokens, one each for Hangtown, Georgetown, Folsom, and
Auburn.
Draw 1 randomly and move its Wagon there. Then shuffle the cards/tokens.
Note: If the card/token shows the same place Shade’s wagon is already at, leave the wagon there.
BOOM: Shade scores 3VP per Horse in its supply.

Site 5
COMMON: Shade places a Camp in each Frontier Land that is adjacent to its wagon.
Note: If Shade’s wagon is still in Coloma—or if it already has Camps placed in the Frontier Land(s), ignore this
action.
BOOM: Fill a row on at the Shootout with Shade’s gunmen (taken from its supply).
Shade will always choose first vacant row with the fewest spaces to fill.
For example, if the row with one gunman space is vacant, it will fill it (by taking one Dude from its supply).
Note: If Shade does not have enough Dudes to fill a row, ignore this action.

Barker
COMMON: It gains 1 Horse
Note: If Shade has already reached its maximum of 4 Horses, ignore this action.
BOOM: It takes the leftmost available Barrel from the board (and place the number of outlaws shown at the
Shootout).

Note: Shade keeps the Barrel face-down in its supply.

Events
Shade ignores all events except for Event 5:
A. If it has 2 or more gold, it spends 2 gold to gain 6VP.
B. If it has 1 gold, it spends 1 gold to gain 3VP.
Note: If he has none, he ignores this Event.

Shootouts
Shade and the row of 3 dummy gunmen each “score” their tiers separately. Unlike the dummy row, Shade
scores its VP.
Note: If Shade needs to take a penalty, ignore it. Discard all of Shade’s used gunmen from the game after the
Shootout, regardless of the result of the shootout.

Final Scoring
Count how many Dudes Shade has left in its supply (as some have been used in Shootouts). Score its Hotels
just like you would your own, 1VP per Dude (max 6VP per Hotel card).
Score the Frontier Map for Shade’s Camps the usual way: 3/6/10/15/21 VP

Gold Rush - an Additional Challenge
To increase difficulty:
Setup: Place a Camp for Shade at Event 2
Play: Shade gains 2 gold every Event 2.

